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It’s all about 
the gram.

This is the first photo I published to Instagram.  
It was March 8, 2011, 2 years before I started blogging, 
and at the time, I had no idea this photo platform 
would help launch my career. 

Today I hope to shed some light on what I’ve learn 
about using the platform and help you figure out  
a plan on how to utilize it best for your business.  

www.houseofhipsters.com

@houseofhipstersblog
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HOUSE OF HIPSTERS



Get to know the basics
01 02 03

You need to post on 
Instagram. That doesn’t 

necessarily mean 
everyday, but you do 
have to show up on a 

consistent basis.

The photos and videos 
you post do not have to 
be professionally shot. 
Posting photos shot on 
your phone is perfectly 

acceptable. 

Know why you’re posting.
Do you want to be an 

influencer?  
Do you want clients?  

Do you want followers?

CONSISTENCY QUALITY END GOAL



EVERY POST NEEDS A JOB
Your content needs to have a purpose, and it needs to work hard. Your 

posts should support the thing your want RN. Book deal? New clients? 

Building email list? Have an online shop? E-course to sell? Offer crazy 

value with every post. If you give tips and tricks, offer free advice and 

giveaway a few secrets, you become a source. You’re now an expert in  

your niche. Give followers a reason to keep coming back to your profile. 



REVAMP YOU BIO.  
IS IT WORKING HARD?

Your IG bio is searchable, so you want  
to write it with SEO in mind. 

You’re allotted 150 characters for your  
bio and 33 for your IG name.

You can only change your bio twice  
every 14 days. Perfect it prior to editing  
in the app. 

Think about what you do? What are your  
content pillars? Mention them and who  
they are for. What do you share and  
what can a follower expect from you?



Writing a killer bio
You have a captive audience. Show them why  
they should press the follow button. 

Your name is searchable. Chuck it full of keywords.

Add a title under your name, and be sure it’s  
different from your name. Don’t waste keywords. 

Add your location. If you live in a small town,  
list a larger city nearby. 

Do you offer a freebie? Call it out. 

Do you sell a product or service? 

Add the link to your website. 

Add a call to action. People need to be told what to do. 



Instagram is like a 
Tamagotchi Pet

Celebrate Every Milestone

Make Time For Play Time

Don’t Overdo It On Treats

Keep It Away From Siblings

Draw Up A Schedule

Choose The Right One

Understand Its Needs

Take The Right Precautions



•  In-Feed Posts — still photos, carousel  
posts, video posts

•  Stories — countdowns, polls, questions  
and gifs

•  IGTV longform video

•  Reels with music and voiceover

•  Guides

•  Highlights, geo-tagging, shopping,  
and paid ads. 

Posts, features, 
and tools on 
Instagram



01 In-Feed  
Posts
These are the post you’re probably 
most familiar with. This includes still  
photos, carousels, and video posts. 



My in-feed post process
Prior to posting, I open my last post and “like” all the  
comments. I do not like a comment on my initial reply.   

After liking comments, I scroll and engage in my feed  
for 5-10 minutes prior to posting. 

My caption relates to the photo and is filled with keywords. 
Instagram likes SEO these days and with it’s photo recognition 
technology, it’s quickly transforming into a search engine. 

I used the geo-location tagging tool which helps my reach  
in Chicago bathroom interior design searches. 

I tagged my sources. For this post, Clé Tile shared it, Mitzi  
commented, and Anthropologie liked it. 

After posting, I will engage in my feed. I may search a hashtag 
and comment on the most recent posts, and I will reply to any 
comments left on this post before leaving the app. 



Hashtags are not dead, but 
they must be relevant. You 
want active hashtags and 
niche hashtags. 

You also do not want them 
in the same order post after 
post.

I use Hashtag Slayer to find 
optimized hashtags to rank.

It costs $9/month, but I found promo code 
BL50FOR2 online for 50% off for 2 months. 

Let’s talk  
hashtags

The more shares and  
saves your post received,  
the better it will perform. 



WILL THE HASHTAG 
WORK FOR YOU?
I enter a few hashtags I use, and Hashtag Slayer will start 
suggesting new hashtags that are active and in my niche.  

I want to collect the bullseye with the highest difficulty 
possible. Those are the hashtags equal or lower than the 
engagement on my account. 

Even if the hashtags are not as popular, my post should 
be sitting in the Top 9 of the bullseye hashtag. 

This list is tailored to my account with my engagement,  
so everyone’s bullseyes and hashtags will be different.  
It generates a different hashtag list in a different order 
every single time. 



Before you publish your post,  
click on Advanced Settings and 
click on Write Alt Text. It’s used for 
people with visual impairments, 
BUT it’s also a way to sneak in 
extra keywords. 

You can also edit older posts to 
add Alt Text. 

Up your SEO

Boost your SEO 
with Alt Text



02 Instagram 
Stories
Understand and directly interact  
with your audience via Stories. Use  
the features to let them vote, voice 
their opinion, and ask questions. 



Instagram Stories
People who watch Stories want

• Entertainment

• Inspiration

• To be educated

•  Behind the scenes or emotional connection

You do not need to post Stories everyday, but when you  
do, post quality content. 

When I want to up my views on Stories, I like to “story block”.  
Think of it like a TV show.  Introduce the project, and follow  
that up with 1-2 frames of the storyline every 1-2 hours. 

Tease the final outcome, but don’t share the grand finale.  
Push the big reveal to an in-feed post. The longer the viewer  
stays engaged with your content, the more the algorithm  
will push your content out. 



Break your stories up. Post 
at non-peak times and peak 
times. If you post the full story 
all at once, the viewer will get 
bored and exit. 

Check your analytics and 
watch the exited number. You 
want to keep that number low. 
If it is high, analyse why. 

Watch your 
analytics

If you post 10 frames  
in a 1 hour vs 10 hours, 
you’ll get more views. 



Keeping the engagement
To keep your engagement high, you need to hold the interest  
of your viewers. 

•  You profile bubble is chosen over others. The more you  
interact with the viewer, the more your bubble will show up  
in front of other accounts. 

•  The viewers are engaging through polls, question boxes, 
countdowns, back tapping, sharing your stories, messaging,  
and sending reactions.  

•  Back taps, holding the finger down on the screen to pause  
and sharing your stories is HUGE! The more they interact  
with your Stories the better. 

•  Respond to all the DMs. If you don’t have time to respond,  
invest in a IG approved message bot like Mobile Monkey. Voice 
messages are an incredible personal touch when responding. 



03 Create your  
own TV show 
with IGTV
This is the perfect tool to use to re 
purpose your video content. 



IGTV - Long Form Video
IGTV is a great way to showcase products, styling tips,  
and step-by-step tutorials. 

• The video can be up to 15 - 60 minutes long. 

• You can share a 15 second preview to your feed. 

• Your video must be over 60 seconds in length. 

• The video description allows for a clickable link. 

• You can auto-generate captions.

• Create a Series by clicking Add To Series.

Before posting be sure to share the preview video to your  
feed for optimal reach. You can add a cover photo as to  
not disrupt the look of your profile. 



Creative Thought 
Starters
•  Share design tips — show how to style a pillow, how to  

throw a throw, style a shelf, create a fun DIY. 

• Behind the scenes styling session. 

• Behind the scenes furniture install or photoshoot. 

• Teach followers something new about your business. 

• Rapid fire interview with a team memeber on decor favorites. 

•  Share your favorite smalls that you like to style with,  
and maybe they comes from your online shop! 

•  Create a free download with even more insider tips that  
can only be found by clicking on the link in your caption.

Giving your audience regular doses of this style of content  
will create an emotional connection to you and create trust. 



04 Reels 
Instagram’s 
version of 
TikTok
Raise your hand in the comments  
if you hate Reels as much as I do! 



IF YOU WANNA GROW,  
TRY OUT REELS
I refuse to watch them in my feed, but I try to post 
one a week because Instagram is rewarding you with 
reach if you create them. Here’s how I use them to  
my advantage. 



Re purpose your videos
Creating video is time consuming, but here is my  
process for re purposing content to other platforms. 

•  Create the video outside of the platform keeping  
the raw video on your phone. (VideoLeap, InShot,  
and Splice are great editing apps)

•  I post to TikTok first. That allows me to review the  
comments. Is it too fast? Too slow? 

• I download the video using the SavTok app.

•  I manually pin that video to Pinterest and link  
it back to my TikTok video. 

•  In a week or so, I will post to IG Reels. Don’t forget  
to add the Alt Text!

•  Download the video from Reels and pin it to  
Pinterest manually, again linking it back to IG.



•  Keep raw video and photos on 
your phone. 

•  Create an image library to refer 
back to. 

•  Share videos to TikTok, Pinterest, 
screenshot a still for in-feed or 
blog post, Story as a throwback, 
create a Reel, post a carousel 
with a before, video of progress, 
and the final reveal (back taps).

But be sure to delete copyrighted music prior  
to posting. 

Re purpose  
your content

PRO TIP: Reshare to 
YouTube Shorts and 
Snapchat Spotlight. 



05 Instagram  
Guides 
The feature no one uses, but has  
the highest probability of being  
the most valuable tool on IG.



What the heck 
are Guides?
Instagram Guides is a feature  
I personally have not used yet.  
You can share your favorite 
places, products, or posts... 
in a nutshell, it’s a blog post  
with keywords (yup more SEO). 
You can use saved images or 
posts from your Instagram feed.  
If posting products, you can 
search through listed brands  
on IG. 

@atcharlotteshouse

@casawatkinsblog

@biggerthanthethreeofus

@lizmariegalvan



01 02 03 04
step one step two step three step four



If I search “interior design”, the 
top 3 suggestions are keyword 
phrases.

Below that are accounts utilizing 
this keyword search appropriately.

If I click on the first suggestion, 
this is the first photo that comes 
up (this will change daily). 

You’ll notice “interior design” is in 
the handle, name, title, or caption. 

Search Engine  
optimization

Make your caption 
relevant to the photo.



Let’s search “interior designer 
chicago”. The top suggestion does 
not have a massive following.

They have a keyword rich profiles. 

Handle - Interiors

Name - Chicago Interior Designer

Title - Interior Design Studio

Bio - Designing, homes and 
businesses, full service interior 
design, Chicago based

Search Engine  
optimization

Create a keyword  
rich profile to rank  
in searches.



Whatever platform you choose, focus on one. 

Check out planners and schedulers.

Editorial Calendars — Trello, AirTable, Notion, Monday

Post Schedulers — Plann, Planoly, Later, Meet Edgar, 
Facebook Creator Studio, Tailwind, HootSuite, Buffer

Time Block — Pomodoro Technique

Planning & Scheduling


